2020 Clarinet Colloquium Clinic Proposal Submission Instructions
Clarinet Colloquium Date: February 29, 2020
•Professional performers/clinicians may submit a proposal for either a 20-25 minute performance (Note: pianist
is not provided) or a 25 minute clinic. *ONE PROPOSAL PER PERSON LIMIT
•All selected performers/clinicians must confirm their participation in the 2020 Clarinet Colloquium before
November 15, 2019
•Clinic and Performance proposal submissions must be emailed on or before August 30, 2019, 11:59PM (CST) to
Mary.Druhan@tamuc.edu
•Complete clinic proposal submissions include:
1. First and last name of all clinicians
2. Email addresses for all clinicians
3. Clinic title listing all clinicians and their sponsors exactly as intended for inclusion in the program
4. Professional high-resolution headshot for all clinicians
5. Description of clinic (not to exceed 150 words)
(attached as .doc, .docx, or .pdf document)
6. Biographies for all clinicians (not to exceed 150 words per clinician)
(attached as a single .doc, .docx, or .pdf document
•Complete performance proposal submissions include:
1. First and last name of all performers
2. Email addresses for all performers
3. Recital title
4. Recital Program
Include all composers, dates, titles, movements, etc. exactly as intended for conference program
(attached as .doc, .docx, or .pdf document)
5. Professional high-resolution headshot for all performers
6. Biographies for all clinicians (not to exceed 150 words per clinician)
(attached as a single .doc, .docx, or .pdf document)
7. List of performers and their sponsors exactly as intended for inclusion in the program (attached as
.doc, .docx, or .pdf document)
8. Sample recording of submitting performer by YouTube link (does not have to be exact repertoire for
submission)
•Clinic proposal submissions will be reviewed by a Clarinet Colloquium committee and final recommendations
will be reviewed by the Founder/Director and the Program Coordinator to manage placement in the overall
schedule.
•Clarinet Colloquium is not responsible for financial arrangements to support any group’s expenses or
individual’s expenses nor are they responsible for the costs/expenses of accompanists/collaborative artists.
•The primary clinician/performer will be notified of acceptance via email on or before September 30, 2019
•Performance and Clinic availability is limited and the schedule will not be flexible. Selected performers and
clinicians who cannot accommodate the assigned time of their accepted presentation will forfeit their
involvement at the 2020 Clarinet Colloquium. For this reason the Clarinet Colloquium will approve and notify a
waitlist and notification of waitlist acceptance may come after September 30, 2018.
•Questions should be directed to Clarinet Colloquium Founder/Director Dr. Mary Alice Druhan at
Mary.Druhan@tamuc.edu

